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Slate 2000 on flat to pitch roof
conversions
Britmet Tileform is able to offer a complete roofing solution that works perfectly with flat roofing systems. While flat roofs are
generally cheaper to construct, they are seen to require a greater degree of maintenance. As well as this, flat roofs drainage systems
are seen to be less effective compared to a traditional pitched roofs as ponding can be seen as a major issue.
We provide a service that allows us to convert your flat roof structure into a pitched roof; this is our flat-to-pitched roof conversion
system called Britframe. An ever-popular roofing solution for a range of building types including schools, public buildings and a range
of housing options.
We offer with this system the Britmet Tileform Slate 2000 lightweight roofing system. Which gives the same great aesthetics as
traditional slate roof finish, to help match into the surrounding area. Available in a range of 6 colours and comes in two thickness a
0.45mm and 0.9mm for low and high foot traffic areas.
The combined of Britmets lightweight flat to pitch Britframe system and the Britmet Tileform slate 2000 gives our clients an attractive
and long lasting, BBA approved maintenance free roofing system compared with any flat roofing systems.

THE BENEFITS OF USING BRITMET TILEFORM LIGHTWEIGHT SLATE 2000 ROOFING
SYSTEM FOR ALL YOUR FLAT TO PITCH ROOF CONVERSIONS.
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Designed to give a traditional tile appearance
Lightweight
Minimum pitch 12°
Good vandal resistance (0.9mm steel base)
Easy to handle
Offers reduced structure
Quick installation
Less labour intensive
Cost effective
Maintenance free
Extensive range of accessories and flashings available
Fully dry-fixed
Guaranteed for 40-years against weather penetration
Full technical support available
British manufactured

Why not contact us today on 01295 250998 for free technical advice, quotations and how you can benefit
from a Britmet Tileform Lightweight slate 2000 Roofing System.

